
Monday 09/13/2021
6th Math Period 1,5,7
Factors and Multiples and +/- Fractions

Students will Add and subtract fractions with unlike denominators (including mixed numbers) by replacing given
fractions with equivalent fractions in such a way as to produce an equivalent sum or difference of fractions with
like denominators.

Students will factors and multiples of two whole numbers less than or equal to 100 and the least common
multiple of two whole numbers less than or equal to 12.
Direct Instruction
Teacher will hand out the following materials:

• Adding and Subtracting Notes
• Adding and Subtracting Student Handout
Guided Notes:

Teacher will go over notes and students are responsible for filling out the information.
Guided Practice
Math Center Rotation
M - Meet with Teacher: Teacher walks arounds or sits with ixl table.
A - At your Seat or Whiteboard: Addition and Subtracting Fraction Handout
T - Technology Time: ixl
6th Grade > Topic J Lesson 6 70%
H - Hands on Activity (Game): Error Identify Station

Independent Practice
Complete Seatwork from Beginning of Class if not Finished.
Homework
Any Classwork not completed during class is Homework and needs to be turned in the following class period.
Monday -> Thursday
Tuesday -> Friday
Standards

5.NF.A.1 Add and subtract fractions with unlike denominators (including mixed numbers) by replacing given fractions with
equivalent fractions in such a way as to produce an equivalent sum or difference of fractions with like denominators. For
example, 2/3 + 5/4 = 8/12 + 15/12 = 23/12. (In general, a/b + c/d = (ad + bc)/bd.)
6.NS.B.4 Find the greatest common factor of two whole numbers less than or equal to 100 and the least common multiple
of two whole numbers less than or equal to 12. Use the distributive property to express a sum of two whole numbers 1-100
with a common factor as a multiple of a sum of two whole numbers with no common factor. For example, express 36 + 8 as
4 (9 + 2).

Attachments
FractionHandout2.pdf
FractionHomework2.pdf
station-fractions.pdf
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Tuesday 09/14/2021
6th Math Period 1,5,7
Factors and Multiples and +/- Fractions

Students will Add and subtract fractions with unlike denominators (including mixed numbers) by replacing given
fractions with equivalent fractions in such a way as to produce an equivalent sum or difference of fractions with
like denominators.

Students will factors and multiples of two whole numbers less than or equal to 100 and the least common
multiple of two whole numbers less than or equal to 12.
Direct Instruction
Teacher will hand out the following materials:

• Adding and Subtracting Notes
• Adding and Subtracting Student Handout
Guided Notes:

Teacher will go over notes and students are responsible for filling out the information.
Guided Practice
Math Center Rotation
M - Meet with Teacher: Teacher walks arounds or sits with ixl table.
A - At your Seat or Whiteboard: Addition and Subtracting Fraction Handout
T - Technology Time: ixl
6th Grade > Topic J Lesson 6 70%
H - Hands on Activity (Game): Error Identify Station

Independent Practice
Complete Seatwork from Beginning of Class if not Finished.
Homework
Any Classwork not completed during class is Homework and needs to be turned in the following class period.
Monday -> Thursday
Tuesday -> Friday
Standards

5.NF.A.1 Add and subtract fractions with unlike denominators (including mixed numbers) by replacing given fractions with
equivalent fractions in such a way as to produce an equivalent sum or difference of fractions with like denominators. For
example, 2/3 + 5/4 = 8/12 + 15/12 = 23/12. (In general, a/b + c/d = (ad + bc)/bd.)
6.NS.B.4 Find the greatest common factor of two whole numbers less than or equal to 100 and the least common multiple
of two whole numbers less than or equal to 12. Use the distributive property to express a sum of two whole numbers 1-100
with a common factor as a multiple of a sum of two whole numbers with no common factor. For example, express 36 + 8 as
4 (9 + 2).

Attachments
FractionHandout2.pdf
FractionHomework2.pdf
station-fractions.pdf
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Wednesday 09/15/2021
6th Math Period 1,5,7
5 & 7 - Multiplying Fractions
Students will review multiplying fractions.
Direct Instruction
Teacher will hand out the following materials:
• Multiplying Fractions Student Notes
• Multiplying Student Handout
Guided Notes:

Teacher will go over the notes and it will be students responsibility to fill in the blanks.

Students will work at whiteboards with partners on Students Notes and Student Handout.
Guided Practice
Math Center Rotation
M - Meet with Teacher:
A - At your Seat or Whiteboard:
T - Technology Time:
H - Hands on Activity (Game):

Independent Practice
Complete Seatwork from Beginning of Class if not Finished.
Homework
Any Classwork not completed during class is Homework and needs to be turned in the following class period.
Monday -> Thursday
Tuesday -> Friday
Standards

6.NS.A.1 Interpret and compute quotients of fractions, and solve word problems involving division of fractions by fractions,
e.g., by using visual fraction models and equations to represent the problem. For example, create a story context for (2/3) ÷
(3/4) and use a visual fraction model to show the quotient; use the relationship between multiplication and division to
explain that (2/3) ÷ (3/4) = 8/9 because 3/4 of 8/9 is 2/3. (In general, (a/b) ÷ (c/d) = ad/bc.) How much chocolate will each
person get if 3 people share 1/2 lb of chocolate equally? How many 3/4-cup servings are in 2/3 of a cup of yogurt? How
wide is a rectangular strip of land with length 3/4 mi and area 1/2 square mi?

Attachments
MultiplyingFractionsHandout3.pdf
MultiplyingFractionsHomework3.pdf
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Thursday 09/16/2021
6th Math Period 1,5,7
Fraction Quiz #1 & Patterns and Reciprocals

Students will use the relationship between multiplication and division to explain that (1/3) ÷ 4 = 1/12 because (1/
12) x 4 = 1/3.
Direct Instruction
Teacher will hand out the following materials:
• Patterns and Reciprocals Student Guided Notes
• Patterns and Reciprocals Student Handout
Guided Notes:
Teacher will go over the student guided notes and students with a partner will complete the activity.

Fraction Quiz #1
Guided Practice
Math Center Rotation
M - Meet with Teacher: Teacher will rotate around the room helping students as needed.
A - At your Seat or Whiteboard: Patterns and Reciprocal Handout
T - Technology Time: IXL
6th Grade > Topic L > Lesson 2 to at least 70%
H - Hands on Activity (Game): Multiplying Fractions Handout (Wednesday Lesson)

Independent Practice
Complete Seatwork from Beginning of Class if not Finished.
Homework
Any Classwork not completed during class is Homework and needs to be turned in the following class period.
Monday -> Thursday
Tuesday -> Friday
Standards

5.NF.B.7a Interpret division of a unit fraction by a non-zero whole number, and compute such quotients. For example,
create a story context for (1/3) ÷ 4, and use a visual fraction model to show the quotient. Use the relationship between
multiplication and division to explain that (1/3) ÷ 4 = 1/12 because (1/12) x 4 = 1/3.

Attachments
PatternReciprocalsHandout4.pdf
PatternReciprocalsHomework4.pdf
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Friday 09/17/2021
6th Math Period 1,5,7
Fraction Quiz #1 & Patterns and Reciprocals

Students will use the relationship between multiplication and division to explain that (1/3) ÷ 4 = 1/12 because (1/
12) x 4 = 1/3.
Direct Instruction
Teacher will hand out the following materials:
• Patterns and Reciprocals Student Guided Notes
• Patterns and Reciprocals Student Handout
Guided Notes:
Teacher will go over the student guided notes and students with a partner will complete the activity.

Fraction Quiz #1
Guided Practice
Math Center Rotation
M - Meet with Teacher: Teacher will rotate around the room helping students as needed.
A - At your Seat or Whiteboard: Patterns and Reciprocal Handout
T - Technology Time: IXL
6th Grade > Topic L > Lesson 2 to at least 70%
H - Hands on Activity (Game): Multiplying Fractions Handout (Wednesday Lesson)

Independent Practice
Complete Seatwork from Beginning of Class if not Finished.
Homework
Any Classwork not completed during class is Homework and needs to be turned in the following class period.
Monday -> Thursday
Tuesday -> Friday
Standards

5.NF.B.7a Interpret division of a unit fraction by a non-zero whole number, and compute such quotients. For example,
create a story context for (1/3) ÷ 4, and use a visual fraction model to show the quotient. Use the relationship between
multiplication and division to explain that (1/3) ÷ 4 = 1/12 because (1/12) x 4 = 1/3.

Attachments
PatternReciprocalsHandout4.pdf
PatternReciprocalsHomework4.pdf
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